
Peter van Vleuten - Runaway Heart  capo 2 intro: slide Cis-D   D* - (Gstring-loose) / D 
  
D* D                                            D/a3                               D/a2        D/a3    D 
   I guess I... took a wrong turn, but I'm  not exactly lost............headin' for the so familiar town 
                      D*              D/a3  
    And the road is filled with memories................................and things that used to be....... 
        D/a2               D/a3   D  
   ........... somehow they always get me down 
  D          D/a3            
    'n I parked that worn-out Chevy, 'cross the street from where you live.................... 
     D/a2        D/a3                   D 
.................................... I killed the engine-'n I turned off all the lights.............. 
               D        D/a3                  D/a2  D/a3    D 
    'n I watch that fool moon risin', as I   sit there in the dark.... stare into the hot and lonely night 
 
CHORUS 
       C (addG)    G                          D 
    This runaway heart-n' will always stand between us....... 
    C (addG)                 G                          D              C (addG)   G                         D 
     .....I guess I should've   known it from the start......the same         thing that used to find us, 
       C  G             D     (D/a2-hammer D/a3 -D/a2-D/a3 D 2x)      D* 
     ......is  keeping us apart........................................................this runaway heart 
 
  D                                              D/a3  
now there's a light behind your windows.............I see shadows on the porch 
               D/a2         D/a3            D 
      ........silhouettes of a woman and man....... 
     D                            D/a3 
.........they're dancin in the moonlight, .....just like  we used to do............ 
            D/a2                    D/a3   D 
and I   wish  that I could    hold   you once  again 
 
       C (addG)    G                          D 
    This runaway heart-n' will always stand between us....... 
    C (addG)                 G                          D              C (addG)   G                         D 
     .....I guess I should've   known it from the start......the same         thing that used to find us, 
       C  G             D     (D/a2-hammer D/a3 -D/a2-D/a3 D 2x)      D* 
     ......is  keeping us apart........................................................this runaway heart 
 
SPEED UP STRUMMING: solo : repeat D* - (Gstring-loose) / D  with loops D/a3 D/a2 D/G  D 
  D                  D/a3  
He puts his arm  around y'r shoulder........and he takes you back inside...... 
     D/a2   D/a3         D* D 
........I watch the lights   go out   one by one......well   tonight I'm gonna take this Chevy, 
        D/a3         D/a2             D/a3             D* D 
........just as far as it'll go................and follow this ol' heart that's on the run........ 
 
       C (addG)    G                          D 
    This runaway heart-n' will always stand between us....... 
    C (addG)                 G                          D              C (addG)   G                         D 
     .....I guess I should've   known it from the start......the same         thing that used to find us, 
       C  G             D     (D/a2-hammer D/a3 -D/a2-D/a3 D 2x)      D* 
     ......is  keeping us apart........................................................this runaway heart 
D/a3 - D/a2- Am7 (pick down)             D 
........................................................this runaway heart ( this runaway heart)- repeat end and D* D 


